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Abstract
This paper examines the dynamics of Community-Based Tourism (CBT) stakeholder salience namely; power,
legitimacy and urgency. Data is drawn from a doctoral research fieldwork, undertaken from 2013-2016 in two
long running CBT villages in Northeastern Thailand which are Ban Prasat; an archaeological site in Nakhon
Ratchasima province, and the ethnic Phu Tai cultural village of Ban Khok Kong in Kalasin province. Instruments
include secondary data, participatory and non-participatory observations, and in-depth interviews using
semi-structured questions with 53 key informants selected from 5 pre-defined stakeholder groups. Content
analysis is employed using a modified stakeholder salience framework. The paper is structured into four main
parts; an introduction to the theoretical foundations of the research, the examination of “legitimate” stakeholder
groups and their dynamic relations, the discussion of stakeholder salience’s fundamental concepts of “who and
what really matters”, and the limitations of applying a stakeholder approach in the CBT context. Findings unfold
subtle but complex layers of process dynamics and stakeholder relationship. Women and the elderly are the
backbone of a CBT process. Stakeholders play various roles based on group member skills. Roles and
responsibilities are contingent, inclusive, and non-hierarchical. Functional differentiation serves as a
management parameter and determines stakeholder urgency. Though CBT is managed through a participatory
decision making process, the leaders are the most powerful stakeholder groups controlling tourism resources and
regulations. CBT stakes are collective benefits. Normative legitimacy is found to be the most critical aspect.
Interest overlap and the dynamic range of the stakeholder interrelations found in both CBT communities are too
contingent and transitory for a unified thought on CBT management. Stakeholder interrelations transit as the
setting evolves and the stakeholders themselves make decisions or change their opinions. This subjective
element highlights moral essentiality and leadership dependence. Legitimacy is inevitably another form of
power.
Keywords: Community-Based Tourism (CBT) stakeholders, Stakeholder Salience, Stakeholder Relations,
Northeastern Thailand
1. Introduction
Current practices of tourist operation highlight a commitment to sustainability challenge, particularly on a local
scale. Most tourism resources are based here and tourism is, to a great extent, recognized for its socio-economic
and environmental benefits as well as its possible adverse consequences to the host communities
(Ruiz-Ballesteros, 2011; Lacher & Nepal, 2010). This is particularly apparent and significant in the
Community-Based Tourism (CBT) approach that is increasingly seen as a potential contributor to the local
economy and is a means by which sustainable tourism development can be achieved (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008).
Through the notion of community ownership, self regulation and community-based management, CBT intends to
help empower local people to play a pro-active role in the tourism process and receive a fair and equitable share
of the benefits from tourism (The Community Based Tourism Institute (CBT-I)).
The debate over tourism’s impacts on the community still exists. Tourism management at the community level is
widely acknowledged for its political implications. Communities are not homogenous and the interests of
community members do not always coincide (Hall, 2007). This means managing the sometimes competing
demands of tourism activities, social and cultural values, and resources used for tourism. Politics is ever present
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in the clash of different interests. This may include economic purpose, conservation, and protection of tradition,
culture and heritage, environment as well as scale of development, pace and so on. Not all community members
embrace tourism development or benefit equally from their participation in tourism. Tourism development tends
to face pressures from outside investors. Communities with weak governance systems and lax internal control
mechanisms that determine the degree to which a community can control its tourism process are likely to open
up to large-scale development and go beyond the community’s carrying capacity. This will inevitably bring
major changes to the place that may cause great concern and lead to deterioration of the environment and
eventually, displacement of the local residents (Murphy, 2005; Lortanavanit, 2009).
While the key concept of community involvement in the process is clearly important and essential for
sustainable tourism development, there is a certain level that is only rhetoric in this approach. It is less apparent
whether the development is truly driven by community interests, rather than such other factors as bias within the
system, leadership, or corruption (Jeffries, 2001; Hall, 2007; Lortanavanit, 2009). There is also a certain degree
of ambiguity as to whose interests within the community should be at the forefront of tourism plans. Uneven
distribution of benefits is well documented in studies into tourism and local communities (Cole & Morgan, 2010).
Disproportionate benefits leads to tensions and conflicts within the community. Cases in which mainly elite
groups benefit from tourism further underline the existing inequalities and differences in the community caused
by mass tourism. However, in some successful cases of community-based tourism management, benefits from
tourism, both tangible and intangible, can help solve conflicts, lessening tension and opposition to tourism
development (Coria & Calfucura, 2012). Communities differ in terms of the nature and scale of their tourism
development. The importance of local management practices has not always been recognized in development
planning (Bennett, Lemelin, Koster & Budke, 2012). This has led to inappropriate development initiatives that
provide only limited benefits to limited numbers of people and has put additional pressure on the resources.
2. Theoretical Foundations of the Research
This study applies the stakeholder salience framework proposed by Mitchell, Agle, & Wood (1997) to examine
the CBT management process through its stakeholder interactions. Mitchell, et al. derive a typology of
stakeholders based on the attributes of power (the extent a party posses means to impose its will in a
relationship), legitimacy (socially accepted and expected structures or behaviors), and urgency (time sensitivity
or criticality of the stakeholder's claims). The stakeholders of community-based tourism are made up of different
groups, and quite often, they have different purposes. Whilst it is not difficult to produce a list of stakeholders for
an organization, identifying legitimate tourism stakeholders and determining their influences may not be an easy
task as tourism is multi-faceted and one of the most complex and dynamic sectors.
Although the mainstream of literature in this area points to the role played by stakeholders in community-based
tourism, a few previous studies have investigated the actual relationship between stakeholder involvement and
the effectiveness of management practice; i.e. how and to what extent the practice has been fostered by their
efforts or influenced by their relative power. To date, it is not always clear who are the “legitimate stakeholders
and major beneficiaries” of tourism development within the community and which group of stakeholders the
development objectives should satisfy the needs of. Moreover, it is also not easy to reconcile the requirements of
these various stakeholders and their often contradictory interests. This consequently makes it extremely difficult
to determine a well-balanced approach for the management of community-based tourism and its various
stakeholders.
Drawing on an integrated approach through the descriptive and analytical lens of a stakeholder management
framework, the study seeks to explore and make explicit, current practices in CBT management in Northeastern
Thailand. Using the modified stakeholder salience framework, an examination is made of the identification of
legitimate stakeholders, their salience, and the dynamics of stakeholder interrelations and interaction on CBT
management processes.
2.1 Defining and Interpreting Stakeholders Analytical Attributes in Community-Based Tourism
A stakeholder approach to CBT is relative to the continuous process that results in the outcomes contributed by
the various CBT stakeholders. Stakeholder components are highly interrelated because of the dynamic and
multifunctional nature of the tourism process (see Figure 1). “Stake”-holders have a right to make demands
which they perceive as important and urgent. Their demands are driven by their interests which are influenced by
perceived benefits based on perceived values of CBT, both tangible; i.e. economic and physical means and
intangible; i.e. quality, appropriateness, fitness for purpose or well-being. These stakeholder elements have
different influences on the management process and each element plays a different role in different stages.
Legitimacy, in this context, is the belief that a person who has a “stake” in tourism in that particular territory has
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the right too make demannds. Tourism sstakeholder legitimacy is thherefore, an acknowledgement of an intere
est to
pursue com
mmunity resouurces for tourism to gain its perceived bennefits or avoidd its potential ccosts and a general
appreciatioon of this proccess to achievee desirable outtcomes makess their actions highly legitim
mate. Legitimac
cy of
stakeholdeers is contextuual justice and fairness (Phillips, 2003). Sttakeholder connflict over aim
ms and outcom
mes of
the tourism
m managemennt process is ooften downplaayed due to itts complexity and highly ppolitical underrtone,
particularly the tourism
m that takes place where thhe governancee structure is weak or inforrmal (Hall, 2007).
Collective actions in CBT managemeent are only bbeneficial to tthose who aree represented or included in
n the
process. T
The successfull outcomes off actions hencce depend on the relative ppower of stakkeholders and their
success in co-managing resources to acchieve a goal sshared by all pparties.

Figgure 1 Conceptt mapping of sstakeholder anaalytical attribuutes in CBT addapted from Mitchell et al., 1997
In Thailannd, forms of collective acttion and sociaal network haave remained loosely strucctured, based on a
horizontal relationship and
a consistingg of largely inndependent aff
ffiliates (Lortannavanit, 2009). This meanss that
social interractions amonng different grooups of stakehoolders can be uundermined if stakeholders ffall short of rellative
power in tthe control annd managemennt process. Thhis modified sttakeholder anaalytical framew
work encourag
ges a
multi-apprroach through systems thinkking whereby aall manageriall components, including stakkeholders and their
involvemeent in the process as well as their impaact on the system within thhe communityy, are incorporrated.
Different sstakeholders may
m have differrent perspectivves and needs or demands w
which should reeflect the dyna
amics
of the locaal context and practical
p
elemeents.
3. Researcch Methodoloogy
The studyy adopts a quualitative apprroach includinng such methoods as in-depth interviews,, participatory
y and
non-participatory observvations, and thhe use of relateed, existing sttudies. These qqualitative meethods are usefful in
different w
ways. Observations are effecctive in explorring the stakehholder group ddynamics and aallow the free flow
of data collection on staakeholder norm
mal behaviourss in specified contexts, whillst in-depth intterviews are useful
u
in investiggating stakehollder opinions aand perceptionns related to theeir CBT experiiences.
3.1 Scope of Population
The popullation includess any CBT stakkeholders in thhe selected stuudy sites. Baseed on Freemann (1984) definition,
“Stakeholdder” is a groupp or individuaal who can afffect or be affeected by the acchievement off the village’s CBT
managemeent’s objectives. Basically, anny member off the village cann be describedd as a “stakeholder”. Stakeho
olders
in this studdy fall into 5 groups: goverrnment officialls, leaders, touurism entreprenneurs, commuunity members, and
tourists. T
The targeted poopulation for the qualitativee approach inccludes 53 keyy informants (10 Key inform
mants
from the group of leaaders, elderly, local wisdom
m, head of loocal organizattions and 43 representative
es of
stakeholdeer groups) froom within thee two selectedd communitiees (governmennt officials, coommunity lea
aders,
tourism enntrepreneurs, community mem
mbers, and touurists).
3.2 Selecteed Areas of Stuudy


Baan Prasat, NonnSung District, Nakhon Ratchhasima Provinnce

Ban Prasaat is an archaeoological site village chosen on the basis oof the length oof its tourism ddevelopment which
w
spans oveer 30 years, its social reccognition as a CBT awarrd-winning viillage, which has been widely
acknowleddged by the loccal network, aand the village’s tourism pracctices that highhlight major ppremises of a sound
CBT approoach.


Baan Phu Thai Khok
K
Kong, KuuchiNarai Distrrict, Kalasin Province
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Ban Phu T
Thai Khok Konng is another w
well-establishedd and award-w
winning culturaal tourism villaage of the Phu Thai
ethnic grooup in the Noortheast regionn that has beeen practicing CBT for nearrly 20 years. Another impo
ortant
criterion ffor selecting this
t
village ass a study areea is that it shhares natural resources forr tourism with
h the
managemeent of Nam Took Tad Sung F
Forest Park. Thhis element alllows comparissons to be madde between the
e two
selected arreas of study in
i terms of thee different proocess componeents in managiing CBT by diifferent stakeholder
groups.
3.3 Methodds and Data Collection
C
The initiall task involves conducting a secondary reseearch to collecct all related innformation, followed by mak
king a
number off field visits too get into the exploration of the surroundding context aand gain a histtorical overvie
ew of
change in the village, paarticularly in rrelation to tourrism and its deevelopment wiithin the comm
munity and arrrange
formal or informal onee-on-one meettings with reppresentatives oof the individdual stakeholdder groups. Th
his is
necessary both to gainn community history from
m key informaants who posssess knowleddge about tou
urism
developmeent within theeir communityy and also beecause some of the inform
mation i.e. opiinions about other
Following thee introductoryy step and the identificatio
stakeholdeers which is likely to be confidential. F
on of
stakeholdeer groups, key informants froom each of thee indentified grroups are seleccted for in-deptth interviews. Each
interview ttakes about ann hour. The intterviews are held in order too explore stakeeholders’ intereests, needs, visions
and the rellative power of different stakkeholder groupps and their colllaborative effforts in managiing CBT.
Different sstrategies are used to identiify key inform
mants. The maain strategy, w
with the assistaance of the viillage
headman aand by asking community m
members througgh informal tallks, is to crosss-check the acccuracy of the list of
people whho are involveed with CBT management ((preliminarily identified froom existing stu
tudies accordin
ng to
research sccope and apprroach). Howevver, the selectioon of key infoormants for in--depth intervieews is accordin
ng to
relevance and availabiliity. A series of preliminarilyy visits to bothh study sites pprior to the acctual fieldwork
k are
made to get a visual imaage of the villlage and “feel”” a sense of thhe place as weell as the dynaamics of the pe
eople
within thee community. Participant oobservation is incorporated at the very bbeginning in order to not only
understandd the local conntext and key issues relatingg to research qquestions, but aalso to blend iin with the liv
ves of
the peoplee in the villagge. This methood allows thee formulation of firsthand aaccounts and ffresh insights. The
researcherr is based in thee study villagees throughout tthe fieldwork.
The proceess of trianguulation comprrises of data multi-checkinng from differrent sources and different data
collection methods. Theematic and conntent analysis iis employed too analyze the ddata. It is an innductive proce
ess to
find comm
monalities and differences inn the data that lead to a desccription wheree an explanatioon, both inside
e and
outside thee study scope, can be checkeed and modifieed and a data oorganization w
which reads, sum
mmaries and codes
c
to organizee data into cateegories, sub-caategories and ttheme generatiions, based on the research fr
framework.
4. Researcch Findings an
nd Discussion
ns
4.1 Identiffication of “Leg
egitimate” Stakkeholder Groupps and Their R
Relations

F
Figure 2. CBT
T structure at B
Ban Prasat
The structuure of local orrganization at bboth villages m
mirrors that of the Thai villagge model; the village is gove
erned
by the village headmaan, elected byy villagers, annd the villagee committee, made up of prominent fig
gures
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representinng every segm
ment in the villlage. Tourism
m is one of the village produuction groups entirely run by
y the
villagers. Conceptually, all the groupp members arre primary staakeholders as they “can dirrectly affect or are
affected byy the achievem
ment of the grooup objectivess” and thereforre they all havve a legitimate interest in tou
urism
and its “asssumed” beneffits. To includee all of them aas an inclusivee community sttakeholder, thoough, is difficu
ult to
accomplishh. In practice, some stakehholders are moore involved than others. A starting poinnt, therefore, is to
identify w
which stakeholdder groups are and are not acctively particippating in the toourism process. The two villages
organize thheir communitty tourism usinng different strructures.
Tourism att Ban Prasat (see
(
Figure 2) is operated annd managed byy the village hhomestay grouup committee of
o 19
members elected from the 23 membbers of the group (who aree the homestayy owners). Thhe key role of the
committeee is to adminisster and manaage all tourism
m related-activvities. The com
mmittee is heaaded by the viillage
headman aand his deputyy. The board is divided intoo 5 administrattive units: 1) ssecretary, 2) ppublic relationss and
coordinatioon, 3) accounnting, 4) recepption, and 5) aadvisors. Althhough the com
mmittee advisoors have no fo
ormal
decision-m
making power, they are in prractice a key ddriver in providding and shapiing the directioon of the work
k and
administraation of the grooup.
The homestay committeee further incorrporates other production (occupational) ggroups in the toourism plan an
nd its
implementtation; the hom
mestay group is an administtrative centre while the occcupational grouups are operattional
units. Thee incorporated groups are m
mainly smaller tourism groupps or occupatiional groups w
which can function
independently or in assoociation with tthe homestay group. These groups are: 1)) cooking (fooods and desertss), 2)
local handdicraft, 3) silk weaving,
w
4) traaditional Thai music, 5) youtth tour guide, 6) Palm-chair making, and 6)
6 hat
weaving. The village also
a
has an addvisory tourissm committee (governmentt agencies) to lend supportt and
assistance:: 1) District chhief, 2) Directoor of the provinncial Tourism A
Authority of T
Thailand (TAT)), 3) Director of
o the
provincial Fine Arts deppartment, 4) Head of Tambonn Administratiive Organization (TAO), andd 5) Director of
o the
Ban Prasatt School.

Figure 3. C
CBT cooperatiive structures at Ban Khok K
Kong
Ban Khokk Kong tourism
m (see Figure 3) is organizeed in cooperatiive structures. The village toourism cooperrative
has operated under 13 coommittees connsisting of: 1) aadministrationn (including puublic relations aand accounting
g), 2)
homestay, 3) master of ceremony,
c
4) saafety and secuurity, 5) receptiion, 6) cookingg, 7) handicraffts, 8) accounting, 9)
guide and location cleann-up, 10) cereemony (baisrissukwan), 11) ggarland makinng, 12) Phu Taai traditional dance
d
music, andd 13) advisoryy committee. The composittion of the Baan Khok Kong advisory coommittee reflects a
strong loccal governmennt tie. It includdes people froom various puublic sectors: D
District chief, Head of the local
police, Disstrict developm
ment official, D
District culturee official, Tambbon developm
ment official, District chief, Mayor,
M
Head of T
TAO, Director of Ban Khok Kong School,, Director of B
Ban Nakri Schhool, the Direcctor, and Depu
uty of
provincial tourism, sportts, and recreatiion centre.
The tourism operation iss controlled byy the administrrative group w
which is made uup of the villaage leaders who are
also membbers of the villaage committeee. The tourism group membeers are simply divided into suub-groups base
ed on
the type off activities andd most are heaaded by a mem
mber of the adm
ministrative coommittee (a meember of the le
eader
group). Thhe cooperativee members aree free to choose any group they want to participate in.. Apparently, some
s
sub-groups are skill-bassed i.e. handiccrafts, music aand Phu Tai ddance. Some aare obviously gender-orienttated,
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where all or almost all members of the group are either male or female i.e. the tasks of reception, cooking,
garland making, Phu Tai traditional dance, are performed by women; while the music, safety and security, guide
and location clean-up groups are made up of male members. The homestay and accounting groups are practically
a branch administrative unit as all the members of these two groups are the same as those listed in the
administrative committee. In reality, through a number of field observations, the task segmentation in Ban Khok
Kong is very fluid. It is a simple division of labour, loosely applied to aid group operations and management.
Tourism is a simple organization based upon primitive group units where group leaders take the lead in major
community functions.
Community multilayered participation at Ban Prasat appears to be more orderly. Ban Prasat reflects a similarity
in terms of sub-group organisation based upon task specialisation. However, such groups are not administratively
and economically tied to the tourism group. The operational loop of tourism, therefore, is a lot smaller, with
tighter control over the whole process. The homestay group is practically a single administrative unit made up of
the community leaders. Only members of the homestay group are included. Rules and regulations of the
homestay practice define the legitimacy of the interest and conduct. This approach draws the boundary of CBT
practice and determines the scope of each group of the community primary stakeholders and their position in the
tourism process.
Tourism sub-groups, which are mostly skill-based, in both villages are contingent, particularly handicrafts. It
largely depends on member’s skills and availability, market demand and trend, the volume of tourists in the
village, and other development programs (i.e. One Tambon One Product (OTOP) promotional theme). The
permanent groups are those that form the baseline services for tourist consumption including the homestay,
cooking, tour guide, performance, music, and weaving crafts groups. Other small local enterprises and individual
producers, in both villages, operate in a wider context. They not only serve tourism but the whole community.
Shop owners (both private and communal), hair dressers, masseurs, motorbike service providers, and food
vendors are present among this group.
4.2 Defining Legitimate CBT Stakeholders: Primary and Secondary Stakeholders
Setting against the nature of tourism stakeholders discussed in section 4.1, the legitimate CBT stakeholders can
be characterized into two distinctive groups:
1) The key stakeholder who is an “actor/collaborator”, falling into 4 sub-groups:
(1) Tourism leaders and group members of both the main and sub-groups.
(2) Tourism entrepreneurs-shop owners (both private and communal), hair dressers, masseurs, motorbike
service providers, food vendors (food and drink), laundry service.
(3) Village members - audiences and extras
(4) Tourists - actors on the demand side
2) The supporting stakeholder who is the “facilitator/mentor” which falls into 3 sub-groups:
(1) Village leaders - village head (by position), former village head, teacher, village committee,
representatives of village organizations (health volunteers, civic protection volunteers, village police
volunteers, elderly protection volunteers, women’s development group, village fund committee), village
representatives in TAO.
(2) Government officials - advisory board and local non-committee government agencies.
(3) External tourism agencies - tour operators both local and national, Tourism Department officials,
educational and training institutions, and the media.
4.3 Stakeholder Collaborative Patterns
CBT stakeholder collaborative patterns are a multi-layered process. Stakeholders take various roles, as parts of a
formed group, based on member skills. Stakeholders perform different functions at different times during the
tourism process. Roles and responsibilities are sometimes allocated on a temporary and contingent basis,
according to inclusive and non-hierarchical relationships. All stakeholders are interdependent and inclusive with
the various issues at stake based on their functional differentiation. Leaders direct and enable the group to
achieve its objectives. Strong leadership is well documented in both case studies.
Functional elements of the group involve lots of meetings. From observing a number of community meetings
during the field study, members are very engaged and they do not shy away from voicing their opinions or
raising issues. They are very skilled at getting their views across and communicating with each other. Creativity
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and probleem solving skills though are obviously proovided by the lleader group. S
Seniority is seeen to exert a sttrong
influence oon others, in both
b
communitties. It can be described as a collaborativee, dynamic proocess that is fu
uelled
by a demoocratic act.

Figuure 4. Stakehollder collaboratiive processes
Members are nneighbours, frieends, relativess, or family. Thhey share the same
Group relaations are anceestrally tied. M
livelihood landscape, woorking togetheer on their farm
ms. Labour excchange is still practiced in booth villages. Group
G
members hhave various opportunities
o
to discuss plannned activities,, talking things through withh possible issu
ues to
be discusssed. When theere are “autocrratic hiccups””, they can be easily smootthed over throough their info
ormal
conversations, for exampple, while worrking together on the farm orr at the numeroous social gathherings within their
communityy i.e. at the temple, wedddings, housee warming ceeremony or ““Ngan Pattanna” or community
developmeent events (moostly physical)). These things are of minorr importance ii.e. designing menus for tou
urists,
how muchh money shoould be spentt on cooking ingredients, who should be doing thee shopping, which
w
performannces should be put on, or whoose crafts are bbetter for the m
market. They m
might get annooyed but in the
e end,
they workk together anyyway. Senioriity plays a siignificant partt in smoothinng over hiccuups. From a direct
d
observatioon, everyone inn the village iss linked to othhers (one or annother); they sshare a daily llife boundary (next
door to onne another at home
h
or at thee farm). Their level of toleraance is emblem
matic of a more embedded tribal
t
value; thatt they share anncestral ties.
4.4 Characcteristics of Sttakeholder Saliience and Its F
Fundamental C
Concepts of “W
Who and Whatt Really Matterrs”

Figure 5. Stakeholder
S
annalytical frameework adaptedd from Mitchell et.al., 1997 pp.874
R
Power,, How It has B
Been Exercisedd, and Its Influeence on the CB
BT Process
4.4.1 Poweer: Types of Relative
Mitchell, eet al. (1997) defines
d
power aas “the extent a party has m
means to imposse its will in a relationship”. This
research m
modified and operationalised
o
d the concept oof relative pow
wer as a posseession of meanns to exercise such
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power and influence the tourism processes and stakeholder relationship. A set of CBT relative powers over the
CBT management process can be categorised as follows:
1) Formal power: Means of this power include the right to acquire the action of others by being in an officially
appointed position. It is an official power. CBT stakeholders who possess this type of power include the village
head, village committee, village volunteers in appointed groups, government officials related to tourism
activities (TAO, development officials, and Provincial Tourism authority). It is common to refer to “formal
power” as authority. It is the official right to act, based on position. Authority is one source of power, but people
in authority are not always powerful. Authorities in both CBT villages include village head and village
committee. CBT power is formed by the local governance structure. The village head serves as a government
body who acts as a medium in regulating people and resources for tourism. The village self -regulating system is
still under state influence. Leaders, in this perspective, are a form of dominance. In both CBT communities,
village head is the most powerful person in the CBT processes. It is a right that cannot be opposed as the village
head is elected by village members. Any opposition they may have can be settled by the acknowledgement of the
position. There is no opposition once the election is over. However, such opposition (naturally from those who
did not elect/not support the person/the opponents) is to be played out /influence their will to participate/ and
level of their efforts to put forward CBT activities being led by the leader who is their opponent.
The CBT dynamic in both villages is clearly a political process with the subtle complexity of social relations and
interactions, influenced by culture. This is particularly the case of Ban Khok Kong as the length of their CBT has
spanned over the administration of three village heads. The bigger the size of their support, the higher the
influence they have on group decision making and also the degree of participation as well as the efficiency of the
tasks being done. For instance, the community members may have been divided 70:30. Seventy percent of them
support the current administration, while the rest, 30 percent, support the former leader. This 30 percent of the
community members accept the election result but are not necessarily enthusiastic about village social activities.
Nevertheless, villagers are largely related to each other by blood (partly as a result of intra-ethnic marriage in
older generations); in some households, the husband is a relative of the former leader while the wife is a relative
of the current one or vice versa. Therefore, they are not strongly opposed to one another. It is more of a
compromise situation. CBT, at the ethnic village of Ban Khok Kong, is a very clear example of a family (social)
enterprise; they are just one big family and they compromise because it is a family affair. CBT at Ban Prasat has
only been led by two village chiefs and the current village headman is the successor of the former leader (his
assistant and also nephew) who is a strong supporter and carries on leading in the background.
2) Normative power: This is related to norms of behaviour or a general acceptance of an individual in a
community. Spiritual, respected figures and informal leaders of the community belong to this group. This group
is the backbone of CBT force in both villages. The elders, local wisdoms, former village heads, CBT creators are
held in the highest regard, their opinions mean a great deal and are advocated with high priority. This group has a
strong impact on group decision making. Their interests/visions/agendas influence the whole process. They are
the main support and a major sustaining factor of the CBT practice in both communities. Their presence is
strongly influential. Seniority is a source of power. Thai society is still hierarchical; seniors (both men and
women) continue to be treated with respect. The CBT seniors are mostly found in the group of informal leaders
i.e. well respected elders, local wisdom, and spiritual figures.
3) Utilitarian power: This is a power based on the possession of resources including materials, skills, and
knowledge. A teacher is among this group at both villages. CBT relies heavily on their resourceful power. Others
are those with materials i.e. nice houses to be homestays and funding for improvement or investment in new
tourism ventures. In Ban Prasat this includes the Fine Arts department that operates the museum. And Ban Khok
Kong is a Forest park that has full control over the park utilisation as a tourist attraction.
4.4.2 Legitimacy: Types of Stakeholder Rights (Contextually Judged) and Putting Them in Practice
The context of legitimacy in this research is a generalised perception that the conduct of a participant is desirable
or appropriate in accordance with a socially constructed context that may be individual, communal, or social.
Anyone who has a “stake” in tourism, in that particular territory, has the right to make demands and can be
described as a stakeholder. However, to be productively legitimized or socially accepted in their right or claim
for a stake, the stakeholder has to act upon their legitimacy. Basically, all community stakeholders have a right to
participate in tourism activities. Forms of legitimacy found in this study can be categorised in three access
channels; voice, rights and participation. Villagers can voice their opinions on tourism matters. But their opinion
will not have as strong an impact as of those who are tourism group members or leaders. The more actively
involved the stakeholders are, the higher the legitimacy of the claims of their demands/shared benefits. In
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practice, certain stakeholders participate while others do not. The levels of stakeholder participation also vary.
Both communities have their own regulating system to manage variation and ensure contextual justice and
fairness in the CBT process. The village head has full legitimacy to CBT claims by position and the
inclusiveness of his/her participation in the process. Tourism groups have the right to benefits based on their
functions. Profit distribution is clearly defined in the rules and regulations, and so are roles and responsibilities.
Power alone is not enough to determine stakeholders’ influence. It requires legitimacy to exercise the power. It is
clear why it is important for a person or a group to have legitimacy; it means they can participate and affect CBT
processes. However, the main argument is about whom or what confers legitimacy on a person or group; who
influences or has the final say in making decisions which are assumed to be egalitarian. The particular ‘who’ or
‘what’ that confers legitimacy is inevitably another source of power. This underlines the inherent limitations of
the stakeholder salience concepts. In these two villages, decisions are always made by voting and consensus but
embedded culture and values, where mentality is framed by cultural factors, for example, respecting the seniors,
caring about what others think, or not being able to be upfront, somehow influence the villager’s democratic self.
It is allegedly the Thai style of democracy. In both case studies, forms of their collective action and local
governance are still loosely structured and largely based on the trust and strength of their social relations.
Interactions among different groups of stakeholders and process outcomes can be undermined if stakeholders
lack relative power over the control and management process. This is perhaps one impediment to a normative
legitimacy; it places too much faith on morality and quality of leadership in which both attributes are highly
subjective and difficult to control and manage.
4.4.3 Urgency: The Type of Stakeholder Demand or Related Issues that Stakeholders Have
There are two dimensions of stakeholder demands; the importance of the claim or the relationship to the
stakeholders and the urgency of demands that calls for immediate action. Demands can be freely expressed by all
stakeholders but the importance and urgency of demands are determined by the tourism committee. However, the
decision over any actions or implementations resulting from such demands is made through a managed
participation process. Unequal power is well observed during the process. In both communities, power is
strongly associated to a group of CBT creators/founders with a decisive leadership. Demands can be categorized
into 4 groups: 1) personal, 2) situational, 3) operational, and 4) organizational. Issues that generate the demands
of villagers revolve around their daily life. It is all about community characteristics. Government officials are
more concerned with organizational issues; tourism and other development plans and implementations, funding
and resource allocation, for example.
4.4.4 Description of Each Stakeholder Type
Stakeholders fall into seven different types within three main groups, which are interrelated and can be
overlapped. From the analytical salience model exhibited in Figure 5, the more attributes (power, legitimacy, and
urgency) a stakeholder is perceived to have, the greater their influence, and priority.
Latent Group - These stakeholder groups have only one attribute. Sometimes, they may not be recognized as
their salience, though, existing is not yet developed or manifested. Stakeholders need to acknowledge their
relative power and have a will to execute it.
1) Dormant Stakeholders - These are CBT stakeholders with potential. They possess means to exercise their
power but have little or no interaction or involvement because they do not have legitimacy or urgency.
Participation and action of this group will legitimize their position in the group activities and their demands will
receive a great deal of priority given their relative power. CBT stakeholders in this category include inactive
resourceful persons, officials of the forest park and the museum, district officials who are local policy makers,
local investors, CBT associations, tourism agencies and organizations, educational institutions, local NGOs,
media, future generations, and future returning migrants.
2) Discretionary Stakeholders- These stakeholders are basically village residents who have little or no interaction
or involvement because they do not have power or urgency. Empowerment of this group is needed to reinforce
their participation and involvement with CBT activities.
3) Demanding Stakeholders - They are people with urgent demands, but no legitimacy or power. Conventional
and non-return tourists and provincial authorities are among stakeholders from this group.
Expectant Group - Stakeholders in the expectant group have two attributes. They are active CBT group members
with expectations (for perceived benefits).
4) Dominant Stakeholders - This is an influencing and powerful group that drives the community to achieve its
CBT goals. Community leaders and the women-based CBT groups fall into this stakeholder type.
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5) Dangerous Stakeholders - Those with power and urgent claims will be coercive to ensure their demands are
being met. This type of stakeholder is considerably irregular, and context-bound; demanding public authorities
during a festive event or official visit, for instance. This group is conceptually a threat to an organization or a
group that makes decisions. However, in the CBT context, this threat is regarding the shared sense that they are a
community and how they want to open up to tourism development (scale). It indicates their perceived level of
control over the CBT operation. If a large sum of benefits are at stake, quite often the community with weak
internal controls will gradually open up and bring in more investment (mostly from outsiders) and it reaches a
point where the nature of the CBT is shifting away from the left of the continuum (owned, controlled and
managed by the community) to the right, where tourism stakes are largely held by outsiders.
6) Dependent Stakeholders - Stakeholders who are dependent on others to carry out their will, because they lack
the power to claim their stake. For example, local residents who want to participate with tourism activities but
lack materials, skills or knowledge to fully take part. Their interests can be advocated by dominant stakeholders,
and that potentially makes them definitive stakeholders.
Definitive Group – Stakeholders in this group have all three attributes. They are the actors whose demands call
for immediate attention.
7) Definitive Stakeholders - These stakeholders are practically dominant stakeholders with an urgent issue, or
dependent groups with powerful means such as a big sum of remittance. This is the most active, core group of
the CBT; they are opinion leaders or the decision making group.
4.5 Discussions
The fundamental idea of the stakeholder approach to CBT management is to allow a thorough examination of all
the functions of the CBT unit. Such explication provides a clear understanding of community structures and
underlines external and internal factors affecting CBT functions and its stakeholders which interact in the course
of CBT activities. The stakeholder salience model is highly dynamic. The interrelation of the three domains will
change as the environment evolves and as the stakeholders themselves, make decisions or change their opinions.
One type of stakeholder can become another, it depends on the type of their actions and the urgency of their
demands. Given the case of dormant stakeholders, for example, each group of dormant stakeholders has a
potential interest in CBT and also has potential sources of power and can make the most of their power by
contributing to CBT processes. Their issues stand for priority, given the degree of their possible contribution.
Ban Prasat weekly commuters or migrants who work away from the village are part of the community but they
are not a primary stakeholder; they have a potential to influence the process but are neither directly engaged nor
essential for the achievement of CBT purposes. They might earn enough money to start a small tourism related
enterprise in the village; a coffee shop, for example. Unless they execute this potential, which is presumably
driven by their time availability and socio-economic interests, they will not be making a transit to the definitive
stakeholder domain.
This is not always the case, it could be vice versa; the dormant commuters might be interested in investing in
tourism but they don’t have skills or enough start-up funds, therefore they decline participation. In Ban Prasat,
those whose houses are near the pits have no interest in investing in tourism enterprises, while the interested ones
are located too far away from the spot. In this case, they do not belong to a dormant stakeholder type but the
discretionary one because they do not have either power (capital, time, knowledge, or skills) or urgency (interest).
Therefore, their legitimacy is optional and contingent. Conceptually, empowerment is needed to enable the
participation of a discretionary group. The same as local government in Ban Khok Kong, for instance, the TAO
could mobilize more of their development budget towards tourism activities or the infrastructure that supports it.
Anyone who only voices their needs, but without power or legitimacy, can only be described as the demanding
type. It depends on the community to weigh such demand and its possible impact on the CBT.
The most influential groups of both case studies are the group of leaders, local officials, and CBT groups (which
form part of the occupational groups). They possess means to exercise their power and they take part with
expected outcomes that can be described as perceived benefits. Any primary stakeholder has an agenda; it is only
a matter of context variation of their agenda or interest as discussed in the previous section. The dominant
stakeholders are very functional and their performances are very important for CBT survival. However some of
them might fall short in some areas, such as entrepreneurial skills or insightful visions. Meanwhile, the
dependent type comprises of those stakeholders who participate and have certain demands i.e. earning income
from tourism activities but lack relative power i.e. they are not a member of any groups, can only take part as an
extra when tourism activities take place in the village. A clear example of this group is the villagers at Ban Khok
Kong whose task is to line up in a greeting row when tourists arrive. They might want to do more but they do not
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have skillss or are not in a position thatt facilitates theeir will to be m
more involved. All attributess are very fluid
d and
transitory. They can flow
w in all directioons. Acknowleedgement of eeach attribute is a matter of vvarying percep
ptions
and is sociially constructeed in practice.
The expliccation of stakeholder salience analysis cleaarly unravels a complex relattionship amonng CBT stakeholder
groups, theeir existing power, and how their action orr non-action, as well as the nneeds of each ggroup, could im
mpact
tourism prrocesses and outcomes.
o
Thee core conceptt of stakeholdder managemennt is to give ppriority to those in
possessionn of all three atttributes. The pproblem with tthis analysis iss that, though iit explicates thhe layers of pro
ocess
dynamics and what the whole
w
processs entails (actorrs and their intteractions), thee dynamic rangge is too wide. The
case of Baan Khok Kong gives a vivid account of succh intricacies aas it is a particcipation of the whole commu
unity.
Leaders pllay several rooles in this muulti-layered staakeholder proccess. Some off them belongg to more than
n one
group. Forr instance, a TAO
T
representtative of Ban Khok Kong iss a village com
mmittee membber, part of a CBT
leader grooup, and also a member of an occupationnal group as hhe and his spouse are hom
mestay owners. The
spouse’s m
multi-roles in thhe CBT processs further add more layers too the web of ann overlap. She heads one of many
m
CBT functtion groups (coooking) and is also part of thhe location as w
well as housew
wife groups, annd in the mean
ntime
co-runs a hhomestay withh her husband. Similar to Ban Prasat, the village headm
man is a village leader; he iss also
part of a hhomestay mem
mber group, a tour guide, w
while his spouuse leads the ccooking group and is part of
o the
homestay owner group.
As discussed in the section of stakeeholder collabborative patterrns, CBT mannagement, at bboth villages, is a
multi-layered process off stakeholder relations and innteractions. Fuunctional differrentiation is a parameter for their
local mannagement. Theeir inclusive and non-hieraarchical relationship, tempoorary and conntingent roles and
responsibilities, make CBT
C
stakeholdeers interdependdent with eachh other while iinvolving varioous issues at stake.
s
This is a pprocess that reqquires an effecctive teamworrk and task rouutinisation undder strong leaddership in direc
cting,
controllingg, managing, and
a maintaininng the whole process. It is the segmentattion of the sellf to accommo
odate
different fu
functions withiin the group; w
wearing differeent hats (where the hat is thee role). Pluraliism reflected in the
multiple, overlapping CBT
C
group m
membership is very importaant for the opperation of deemocratic sociieties
because it deconcentratees and diffuses power.
mber of the coonditions discussed so far, group labelinng makes less sense to thheir action, th
hough
In a numb
determinedd by functionss, is subject too the individuaal and the social setting. It’s clear that the multi-roles pllayed
by stakehoolders, in bothh case studies, are a group of leading figgures or the w
working groupp (Klum Khon Tam
Ngan), whho are in a pow
werful positionn to influence oothers and theiir decision makking. The notiion of co-mana
aging
actions annd communal collaboration means that ccollective actions only benefit those who participate. In a
business ssense, includinng tourism in general, partticipation refleects a tendenccy towards seelf-interest witth an
individual or a firm foccusing on retuurns of investm
ment. Collectiive economic activity is alw
ways the challlenge
being posed by conflict of interests and profit shhare. Long-terrm benefits annd a collectivee view tend to
t be
undermineed by desire for
f short-term gains. In othher words, a ccommunity meember should want to be in
n the
domain off “definitive stakeholders” to make the most of the power and ggain the uppeer hand in be
enefit
negotiationns. Yet, the natture of the CB
BT stakes they are holding, arre mainly com
mmon stakes. Itt is a benefit fo
or all,
a collectivve community benefit, not ffor an individuual. The challenge posed byy it is, therefoore, a commun
nity’s
ability to bbe fully chargeed and responsible of their coollective intereests as well as tthose of their oown group.

Figurre 6. The dynaamic relations of CBT stakehholders in diveerse directions
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With reference to Hardin's Tragedy of the Commons reexamined twenty-two years later by Feeny et.al. (1990),
these complex and subtle processes of the CBT, where stakes are collective benefits, share the two important
characteristics of common-property resources. The first is excludability or the control of access. All community
members are CBT stakeholders and entitled to take part in the process. The control of access by legitimate group
members is against the core concept of CBT management. Moreover, both physical and cultural community
resources typically pose obvious problems of exclusion; resources belong to everyone. The second characteristic
of common-property resources is that they are subtractable. Each community stakeholder is capable of
subtracting the welfare of others. They may co-deliver the productivity of their resources, for instance by group
work, the nature of the CBT collective work is such that the level of action by one member can affect the ability
of another member to gain from the resource. Subtractability (i.e. selfishness and the problem of free riders) is
the varying degree between individual and collective judgment. If one member neglects group responsibilities,
others will experience an increase in their work load and it might cost them their time and energy that could
enhance their individual productivity. Instead of competing and negotiating for their claims of tourism benefits,
the CBT stakeholders are, consciously or unconsciously, gravitating toward subtracting from the welfare of
others in the community, or the inevitability of a free-rider problem found in both case studies. The dynamic
relations of CBT stakeholders could be flown in diverse directions as exhibited in Figure 6. To be practiced in a
fair and equitable manner, CBT faces the dilemma where exclusion is unethical and collective action involves
subtractability. Ideally, discernment belongs to everyone but in practice, some stakeholders are more equal than
others. Those who are dedicated to social work carry on doing so; it is a case of where there is a lot of population
in the community, but only a few citizens. These shared characteristics of common aspects underpin the nature of
the CBT found in the two case studies and the nature of those who confer its legitimacy.
4.6 The Limitations of Applying a Stakeholder Approach in the CBT Context
The stakeholder approach is people-centric; it projects people as a driver of management processes. By using this
approach in a CBT study, it requires the identification of all involved in the process, their relative powers, and
how that influences others and the management dynamics. Community characteristics involve a complex set of
people with different interests, norms, characteristics, and culture. These elements are the main components of a
community-based approach where tourism is owned, controlled, and managed by its people (stakeholders). The
analytical stakeholder framework requires the unfolding of the intricacies of people’s interests and interrelations
in a structured way; and how the whole picture (people and their settings) might be understood.
The model is clearly useful in explaining stakeholder behavior, and identifying who are very important to the
group and what issues are really important and worth pursuing. However, using the stakeholder approach in CBT
refers back to the fundamental dilemma of the stakeholder approach regarding whose interests, which often are
contradictory, within the community should be at the forefront of tourism plans. In practice, the core concept of
stakeholder management “who and what really matters” is a mere rhetorical prose of “who and who really
matters”, by which demand determinants vary. CBT involves a complex set of multi-scaled stakeholders who
impact on functions of tourism and the community at different levels. Interest overlap and the dynamic range of
the stakeholder interrelations found in both CBT communities are too contingent and transitory for a unified
thought on CBT management. Even operating within a specified group, and therefore deeming to collaborate in
at least some aspects, stakeholders differ in; interests, skills, resources, and engagement. Authority often has the
final say on approving, rejecting, or forcing proposed projects or activities. The findings are consistent with later
work of Mitchell, Agle, Chrisman & Spence (2011) on a theory of stakeholder salience in family firms. They
argue that “where principal institutions intersect i.e. family and business, managerial perceptions of stakeholder
salience will be different and more complex than those based on a single dominant logic”.
5. Conclusion
The contribution from the community-based approach is the underlying power of the community leaders who
have a total control over tourism resources and underpin the CBT processes; identify types of CBT leader
powers and define community-based leadership. Given the common nature of CBT stakes, this study points out
the significance of local leadership in community building and reinforcing citizen responsibility through CBT
management processes. It indicates that a viable community-based management approach, which incorporates
institutional arrangements and cultural factors, can potentially help by strengthening people’s participation and
citizen solidarity through community-based processes and collective leadership. All tourism stakeholders, who
are implicated by tourism, can influence the scale and pace of tourism development and its management.
Communities may not benefit directly from this study but the message is very important for policy formulation
and implementation in strengthening communities and their people through local democratic structures and
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social activities such as CBT. Sustainable tourism practices are all about local control and how the community
manages to work together. It is a matter of how resources have been used, allocated, and governed by all
community stakeholders. CBT is an educational process: it is both a mechanism and a process that trains and
educates the community to be self-regulated and self-reliant in managing the web of their diversified livelihoods.
Women’s roles and impacts on the CBT processes are very important and should be continuously strengthened
through capacity building initiatives. Experiences from the CBT local management in this study reaffirm the
value and applicability of context-bound approaches to sustainable tourism development.
However, the application of organization-based concepts in community settings, where interests are not restricted
to the specified objectives of such activities, is inherently problematic. Normative legitimacy is another form of
power. Given the common nature of CBT stakes, the stakeholder framework accentuates leadership dependence
and a demand for continuity of collective consciousness; a moral burden laid on the shoulders of all community
“legitimate” stakeholders.
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